UCCA’S 3RD HUMANITARIAN AID & SPECIAL DELIVERIES MISSION WITH RACHAEL RAY

NOVEMBER 20-22, 2022
Following two earlier successful missions in May and June, Rachael Ray once again called upon UCCA to organize and Andriy Futey to partner in delivering humanitarian aid to Ukraine.

Thanks to the Rachael Ray Foundation’s partnership with UCCA, this 3rd mission funded & delivered:

- **Medical & surgical supplies** to St. Nicholas Lviv Children’s Hospital and Clinical Municipal Communal Emergency Hospital
- Fully **rebuilt the electrical and ventilation system** in the classrooms and kitchen of the St. John Bosco Vocational & Educational Center
- Installed a **new AV system** to allow for distance learning and cooking classes from abroad
- **close to 700 life-saving IFAKs** to our freedom fighters
Upon arrival in Lviv on the evening of Sunday, November 20th – the first stop was to meet with Mayor Andriy Sadovyy to discuss their joint assistance for Ukraine - IFAK’s, orphanage and vocational school at St. John Bosco and St. Nicholas Lviv Children’s Hospital.
UCCA’s Andriy Futey & Rachael Ray were honored to be asked to be Ambassadors for the National Rehabilitation Center project – UNBROKEN-, which is implemented with the support of the Office of the President of Ukraine, the Ministry of Healthcare of Ukraine, the Ministry of Veterans Affairs of Ukraine, Lviv Regional Military Administration and the Lviv City Council.

https://unbroken.org.ua/
Monday, November 21st

The following morning, Rachael, Andriy and their team prepped all the cooking stations at John Bosco Youth Vocational Center to prepare for Rachael’s master class at St. John Bosco Vocational & Educational Center.
Rachael conducted her master cooking class by preparing her version of one of Ukraine’s most famous national dishes - Borscht.
Both the students St. John Bosco Youth Vocational Center & the children at the Orphanage had the chance to participate in Rachael’s master class.
Working with UCCA’s partner, UkraineFriends.org Rachael & Andriy helped pack IFAKs...
...that were then being transported to the frontlines where they are needed most.
On Tuesday, November 22nd prior to departure from Ukraine– UCCA & Rachael Ray delivered medical and surgical supplies, donated by Afya through Rachael’s friend Julie Peskoe, to Lviv Children’s Hospital
While in Lviv, Andriy delivered a Child Cerebral Palsy Chair/Stroller donated by our UCCA Yonkers Branch to be used at the Preschool Boarding school/Orphanage in Striy, Lviv Oblast.